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Go For It Nakamura
It’s time to be a hero with Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko in this special book based on PJ
Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney Junior! As Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko know,
it’s not always easy being a hero, but through their adventures, they have learned just what it
takes to be one. Now fans can learn all about the skills that make the PJ Masks the heroes
they are, so readers can take charge and become heroes too! PJ Masks © Frog Box /
Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014
Perfect for fans of Jenny Han and Kasie West, I Love You So Mochi is a delightfully sweet and
irrepressibly funny novel from accomplished author Sarah Kuhn. As sweet and satisfying as
actual mochi... a tender love story wrapped up in food, fashion, and family. I gobbled it up. -Maurene Goo, author of The Way You Make Me Feel Kimi Nakamura loves a good fashion
statement. She's obsessed with transforming everyday ephemera into Kimi Originals: bold
outfits that make her and her friends feel like the Ultimate versions of themselves. But her
mother disapproves, and when they get into an explosive fight, Kimi's entire future seems on
the verge of falling apart. So when a surprise letter comes in the mail from Kimi's estranged
grandparents, inviting her to Kyoto for spring break, she seizes the opportunity to get away
from the disaster of her life. When she arrives in Japan, she's met with a culture both familiar
and completely foreign to her. She loses herself in the city's outdoor markets, art installations,
and cherry blossom festival -- and meets Akira, a cute aspiring med student who moonlights as
a costumed mochi mascot. And what begins as a trip to escape her problems quickly becomes
a way for Kimi to learn more about the mother she left behind, and to figure out where her own
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heart lies. In I Love You So Mochi, author Sarah Kuhn has penned a delightfully sweet and
irrepressibly funny novel that will make you squee at the cute, cringe at the awkward, and
show that sometimes you have to lose yourself in something you love to find your Ultimate self.
Get ready for a Yeti-sized adventure in this interactive storybook! Smallfoot—which features the
vocal talents of Channing Tatum, James Corden, Zendaya, Common, LeBron James, Gina
Rodriguez, Danny DeVito, Yara Shahidi, Ely Henry, and Jimmy Tatro—stomps into theaters on
September 28, 2018! Follow the footprints to big fun by helping the Yetis get to know all about
the Smallfoot! Uncover hidden images, get an insider’s view into the Smallfoot Evidentiary
Society headquarters, and reveal what the Yetis think about Smallfoot’s existence with the
help of the decoder inside! SMALLFOOT and all related characters and elements © & ™
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Get to know Yayoi Kusama, a Japanese artist known for her extensive use of polka dots and
for her infinity installations, in this fascinating nonfiction Level 3 Ready-to-Read, part of a series
of biographies about people “you should meet!” Meet Yayoi Kusama. When Yayoi Kusama
was a little girl, she told her parents she wanted to be an artist. Her parents forbade her and
tore up her drawings. But that didn’t stop her. When she couldn’t afford art supplies, she used
old paper sacks and mud to create her art. Eventually, she convinced her parents to let her go
to art school and study painting. In 2006, she became the first Japanese woman to receive the
Praemium Imperiale. It is one of the highest honors given by the Japanese imperial family. Ten
years later, she received the Order of Culture, another prestigious award given to people who
make important contributions to Japanese culture. Today, she is one of the most famous artists
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in the world.
CoComelon, the hit kids show on YouTube and Netflix, is coming to books! This school
bus–shaped novelty board book has wheels that really turn and will get readers giggling along
with its fun take on the classic song. Ride on the bus and sing along to the song lyrics with JJ
and his pals as the driver opens and shuts the school bus door, the wipers swish, the lights
blink, the horn beeps, and more! This shaped board book has wheels that will go round and
round just like in the song and is great to play with after the story is over. CoComelon is the #1
kids show on YouTube (over 100 million subscribers) and #1 show on Netflix! © 2021
Moonbug™ Entertainment Limited. All Rights Reserved.
The second book by prize-winning Japanese novelist Fuminori Nakamura to be available in
English translation, a follow-up to 2012's critically acclaimed The Thief?another fantastically
creepy, electric literary thriller that explores the limits of human depravity?and the powerful
human instinct to resist evil. When Fumihiro Kuki is eleven years old, his elderly, enigmatic
father calls him into his study for a meeting. "I created you to be a cancer on the world," his
father tells him. It is a tradition in their wealthy family: a patriarch, when reaching the end of his
life, will beget one last child to cause misery in a world that cannot be controlled or saved.
From this point on, Fumihiro will be specially educated to learn to create as much destruction
and unhappiness in the world around him as a single person can. Between his education in
hedonism and his family's resources, Fumihiro's life is one without repercussions. Every door
is open to him, for he need obey no laws and may live out any fantasy he might have, no
matter how many people are hurt in the process. But as his education progresses, Fumihiro
begins to question his father's mandate, and starts to resist.
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* AWARDED BEST ANTHOLOGY BY THE ART ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW
ZEALAND *How has Asia been imagined, represented and transferred both literally and
visually across linguistic, geopolitical and cultural boundaries? This book explores the shifting
roles of those who produce, critique and translate creative forms and practices, for which
distinctions of geography, ethnicity, tradition and modernity have become fluid. Drawing on
accounts of modern and contemporary art, film, literature, fashion and performance, it
challenges established assumptions of the cultural products of Asia.Special attention is given
to the role of cultural translators or 'long-distance cultural specialists' whose works bridge or
traverse different worlds, with the inclusion of essays by three important artists who share
personal accounts of their experiences creating and showing artworks that negotiate diverse
cultural contexts.With contributions from key scholars of Asian art and culture, including art
historian John Clark and anthropologist Clare Harris, alongside fresh voices in the field, Asia
Through Art and Anthropology will be essential reading for students and scholars of
anthropology, art history, Asian studies, visual and cultural
studies.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The
publication of the color plates of works by Phaptawan Suwannakudt and Savanhdary
Vongpoothorn is funded by the Australian Government.

Japanese literary sensation Fuminori Nakamura's latest novel is a dark look into the
human psyche—what turns someone into a killer? Can it be something as small as a
suggestion? Turn this page, and you may forfeit your entire life. A confessional diary
implicates its reader in a heinous crime, and reveals with disturbing honesty the
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psychological motives of a killer. With My Annihilation, Fuminori Nakamura, master of
literary noir, has constructed a puzzle box of a narrative that delves relentlessly into the
darkest corners of human consciousness, interrogating the unspeakable thoughts all
humans share and only monsters act on.
The Peanuts gang helps Sally celebrate getting her first library card in this Level 2
Ready-to-Read! Sally is so excited—she is going to the library to get her very first library
card. And of course her brother Charlie Brown and Sweet Babboo Linus are there with
her to celebrate this big day! © 2020 Peanuts Worldwide LLC
'" Nakamura has fallen in love-at-first-sight with one of his classmates, Hirose–but
there''s a problem: they haven''t actually met yet...and Nakamura is a total klutz who
might bungle things before they even begin! "'
Instantly reminiscent of the work of Osamu Dazai and Patricia Highsmith, Fuminori
Nakamura’s latest novel is a dark and twisting house of mirrors that philosophically
explores the violence of aesthetics and the horrors of identity. A young writer arrives at
a prison to interview a convict. The writer has been commissioned to write a full
account of the case, from the bizarre and grisly details of the crime to the nature of the
man behind it. The suspect, a world-renowned photographer named Kiharazaka, has a
deeply unsettling portfolio—lurking beneath the surface of each photograph is an acutely
obsessive fascination with his subject. He stands accused of murdering two
women—both burned alive—and will likely face the death penalty. But something isn’t
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quite right. As the young writer probes further, his doubts about this man as a killer
intensify, and he struggles to maintain his sense of reason and justice. Is Kiharazaka
truly guilty, or will he die to protect someone else? Evoking Truman Capote’s In Cold
Blood and Ry?nosuke Akutagawa’s “Hell Screen,” Last Winter, We Parted is a twisted
tale that asks a deceptively sinister question: Is it possible to truly capture the essence
of another human being? From the Hardcover edition.
Kyoko thought she’d be able to relax now that she’s secured the role of Momiji, but
various romantic misunderstandings are making her life more stressful than ever. How
can she focus on being an amazing actress when a photo of Ren kissing a famous
actress just leaked! -- VIZ Media
A literary crime masterpiece that follows a Japanese pickpocket lost to the
machinations of fate. Bleak and oozing existential dread, The Thief is simply
unforgettable. The Thief is a seasoned pickpocket. Anonymous in his tailored suit, he
weaves in and out of Tokyo crowds, stealing wallets from strangers so smoothly
sometimes he doesn’t even remember the snatch. Most people are just a blur to him,
nameless faces from whom he chooses his victims. He has no family, no friends, no
connections.... But he does have a past, which finally catches up with him when
Ishikawa, his first partner, reappears in his life, and offers him a job he can’t refuse.
It’s an easy job: tie up an old rich man, steal the contents of the safe. No one gets hurt.
Only the day after the job does he learn that the old man was a prominent politician,
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and that he was brutally killed after the robbery. And now the Thief is caught in a tangle
even he might not be able to escape.
All aboard! Buddy the T. rex goes on an adventure with his friends in this Ready-to-Go!
Ready-to-Read based on Jim Henson’s Dinosaur Train! Perfect for kids at the
beginning of their reading journeys, Dinosaurs Explore! was written for children who
have learned the alphabet and are ready to start reading! And what better way to get
kids excited than with a fun story with words they can actually read and starring their
favorite dinosaurs? Each Ready-to-Go! Ready-to-Read includes a note to parents
explaining what their child can expect, a guide at the beginning for readers to become
familiar with the words they will encounter in the story, and reading comprehension
questions at the end. Each Ready-to-Go! story contains about 100 words and features
sight words, rhyming words, and repetition to help children reinforce their new reading
skills. In this book, readers will learn twenty sight words and six words from three word
families. So come on and get reading with Buddy the T. rex! © 2019 The Jim Henson
Company. JIM HENSON’S mark & logo, DINOSAUR TRAIN mark & logo, characters
and elements are trademarks of The Jim Henson Company. All Rights Reserved.
Catboy, Gekko, and Owlette learn to work as a team in this Level 1 Ready-to-Read
based on PJ Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney Junior! Night Ninja and
his Ninjalinos are playing sticky splat soccer in the city! Owlette must coach her friends
so they can stop Night Ninja and bring the PJ Masks team to victory! PJ Masks © Frog
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Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014
Nakamura loves a boy in his class--now he just has to keep himself together!
Nakamura is a shy boy who falls in love at first sight with another boy--his dreamy high
school classmate Hirose. But there's a problem: they haven’t met yet. And Nakamura
is a total spaz who might bungle things before they even begin! In this endearing Boy’s
Love comedy about the trials of high school, follow Nakamura’s hilarious attempts to
cling to happiness.
Zen-Noir master Nakamura returns to the Tokyo of The Thief, where a young grifter
named Yurika finds herself in a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse with the shadowy
crime lord Kizaki. Yurika is a freelancer in the Tokyo underworld. She poses as a
prostitute, carefully targeting potential johns, selecting powerful and high-profile men.
When she is alone with them, she drugs them and takes incriminating photos to sell for
blackmail purposes. She knows very little about the organization she's working for, and
is perfectly satisfied with the arrangement, as long as it means she doesn't have to
reveal anything about her identity, either. She operates alone and lives a private,
solitary life, doing her best to lock away painful memories. But when a figure from
Yurika's past resurfaces, she realizes there is someone out there who knows all her
secrets: her losses, her motivations, her every move. There are whispers of a crime
lord named Kizaki--"a monster," she is told--and Yurika finds herself trapped in a game
of cat and mouse. Is she wily enough to escape one of the most sadistic men in Tokyo?
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A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the classic
series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! Daniel Tiger goes camping for the first time in this
sweet Pre-level 1 Ready-to-Read based on an episode of Daniel Tiger’s
Neighborhood! Come along with Daniel Tiger as he goes on his very first camping trip
with Dad Tiger! Join them as they pitch a tent, go on a nature hike, cook campfire stew,
and tell stories under the stars! © 2020 The Fred Rogers Company
Go into the night to save the day with three action-packed adventures in a padded
board book based on PJ Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney Junior! PJ
Masks fans will love joining Catboy, Gekko, and Owlette on three exciting adventures,
all in one book! Each story highlights one of the main characters. In one story Catboy
battles Luna Girl, in another Romeo steals Gekko’s voice, and in the third story Owlette
competes against Night Ninja to see who is the best flier in the sky. This book is sure to
be a hit with fans of the heroic kids who go into the night to save the day! PJ Masks ©
Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited
2014
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood, inspired by the classic
series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood! This beautiful treasury of more than fifty Daniel
Tiger song lyrics will help little ones sing their way through everyday experiences—the
good, the difficult, the silly, and more! This is my happy song, and I could sing it all day
long! Whether a child is playing with friends, going to school, or trying something new,
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Daniel Tiger has a strategy and a song for every experience! This treasury includes
more than fifty strategy song lyrics, anecdotes from the show, and relevant tips for
parents and educators, making it the perfect go-to reference for caregivers as their little
tiger navigates big feelings, first experiences, and developmental milestones. © 2020
The Fred Rogers Company
Learn all about the careers you could have if you love robots in this fascinating
nonfiction Level 2 Ready-to-Read, part of a series that gives readers a sneak peek at
how they can turn their passions into careers! Do you love robots? Is your family’s
robot vacuum your favorite thing in the house? Then you could be a robotics
mechanical engineer, electrical engineer, or systems engineer when you grow up!
Learn about these careers and about different kinds of robots, artificial intelligence, and
more in this book that includes a glossary and backmatter section of even more cool
jobs for kids who like robots!
Stubbs was the mayor of a small town in Alaska. He was friendly and well respected by
the townspeople. But there was one thing that set Stubbs apart from any other mayor:
he was a cat!
A Tokyo college student’s discovery and eventual obsession with a stolen handgun
awakens something dark inside him. On a nighttime walk along a Tokyo riverbank, a
young man named Nishikawa stumbles on a dead body, beside which lies a gun. From
the moment Nishikawa decides to take the gun, the world around him blurs. Knowing
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he possesses the weapon brings an intoxicating sense of purpose to his dull university
life. But soon Nishikawa’s personal entanglements become unexpectedly complicated:
he finds himself romantically involved with two women while his biological father, whom
he’s never met, lies dying in a hospital. Through it all, he can’t stop thinking about the
gun—and the four bullets loaded in its chamber. As he spirals into obsession, his focus
is consumed by one idea: that possessing the gun is no longer enough—he must fire it.
“Could you help me fall in love?” Kou Ichinomiya, a young man born with a silver spoon in his
mouth and raised with the mantra “never owe anyone” suddenly finds himself deeply indebted
to a young homeless woman, Nino, who lives on the Arakawa river bank and claims to
originally be from the planet Venus. When Nino rejects all of Kou’s mundane offers of money
or housing, Kou is at a loss for how to repay his debt, until Nino suddenly asks him to teach her
about love. A daunting task, but the over-achieving Kou is determined to return Nino’s favor.
And so begins Kou’s life under the bridge, along with a band of eccentric characters who have
formed their own little community outside the boundaries of typical Tokyoite life…
All aboard! Buddy the T. rex goes on a river cruise with his family in this Ready-to-Go! Readyto-Read based on Jim Henson’s Dinosaur Train! Perfect for kids at the beginning of their
reading journeys, Dinosaur Family Trip was written for children who have learned the alphabet
and are ready to start reading! And what better way to get kids excited than with a fun story
with words they can actually read and starring their favorite dinosaurs? Each Ready-to-Go!
Ready-to-Read includes a note to parents explaining what their child can expect, a guide at the
beginning for readers to become familiar with the words they will encounter in the story, and
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reading comprehension questions at the end. Each Ready-to-Go! story contains about 100
words and features sight words, rhyming words, and repetition to help children reinforce their
new reading skills. In this book, readers will learn twenty-four sight words and six words from
three word families. So come on and get reading with Buddy the T. rex! © 2019 The Jim
Henson Company. JIM HENSON’S mark & logo, DINOSAUR TRAIN mark & logo, characters
and elements are trademarks of The Jim Henson Company. All Rights Reserved.
'" High schooler Hoshino Terumichi has been haunted by a recurring dream: a young man, a
century earlier, dying at the hands of another man he calls “Sensei.” This dream–or curse–is
about to merge with reality when a mysterious, attractive classmate named Yamada Omihiko
steps into Terumichi''s life. "'
An illustrated tour of the Western United States and its unique characteristics.
Introducing...Chico Bon Bon: Monkey with a Tool Belt, the preschool show now streaming on
Netflix! Help Chico Bon Bon and the Fix-it Force as they fix problems with their favorite tools
using pull tabs in this novelty board book! Meet Chico Bon Bon, Rainbow Thunder, Clark, and
Tiny, and discover some of the favorite tools they use to fix things in Blunderburg! Then join
the Fix-it Force by using the pull tabs to hammer, saw, and more! © 2020 Monkey WTB
Limited, a Silvergate Media company, All Rights Reserved
In Transgenerational Remembrance, Jessica Nakamura investigates the role of artistic
production in the commemoration and memorialization of the Asia-Pacific War (1931–1945) in
Japan since 1989. During this time, survivors of Japanese aggression and imperialism,
previously silent about their experiences, have sparked contentious public debates about the
form and content of war memories. The book opens with an analysis of the performance of
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space at Yasukuni Shinto Shrine, which continues to promote an anachronistic veneration of
the war. After identifying the centrality of performance in long-standing dominant narratives,
Transgenerational Remembrance offers close readings of artistic performances that tackle
subject matter largely obscured before 1989: the kamikaze pilot, Japanese imperialism,
comfort women, the Battle of Okinawa, and Japanese American internment. These case
studies range from Hirata Oriza’s play series about Japanese colonial settlers in Korea and
Shimada Yoshiko’s durational performance about comfort women to Kondo Aisuke’s videos
and gallery installations about Japanese American internment. Working from theoretical
frameworks of haunting and ethics, Nakamura develops an analytical lens based on the Noh
theater ghost. Noh emphasizes the agency of the ghost and the dialogue between the dead
and the living. Integrating her Noh-inflected analysis into ethical and transnational feminist
queries, Nakamura shows that performances move remembrance beyond current evidentiary
and historiographical debates.
Learn everything there is to know about every dragon species in this gorgeous, deluxe picture
book based on the DreamWorks Animation movie How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden
World! How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden World flies into theaters on February 22, 2019?!
There’s a land beyond the edge of the world—a hidden land—where all the species of dragons
live peacefully among one another. In this stunning picture book, DreamWorks Dragons fans
will get an in-depth look at the dragons that call this Hidden World home. With facts about each
species, like their temperament, size, special powers, and beautiful renderings of each, this
book is the perfect addition to every fan’s library. How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden
World © 2019 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Learn all about the careers you could have if you love dolphins in this fascinating nonfiction
Level 2 Ready-to-Read, part of a new series that gives readers a sneak peek at how they can
turn their passions into careers! Do you love dolphins and the ocean? Then you could be a
marine biologist, an aquatic veterinarian, or an underwater filmmaker! Learn about these
careers and more in this book that includes a glossary and backmatter section of even more
cool jobs for kids who like dolphins and other marine life!
An unnamed taxi driver in Tokyo has experienced a rupture from his everyday life. He cannot
stop daydreaming of suicide, envisioning himself returning to the earth in what soon become
terrifying blackout episodes. His live-in girlfriend, Sayuko, is in a similarly bad phase,
surrendering to alcoholism to escape the memory of her miscarriage. He meets with the
director of the orphanage where he once lived, and must confront awful memories of his past
and an abusive family before determining what to do next.
Inverse problems arise in many disciplines and hold great importance to practical applications.
However, sound new methods are needed to solve these problems. Over the past few years,
Japanese and Korean mathematicians have obtained a number of very interesting and unique
results in inverse problems. Inverse Problems and Related Topics compi
Before he became a star of American professional wrestling, Shinsuke Nakamura was
Japan’s “King of Strong Style.” Follow his life and career from the amateur grappling ranks to
the Nippon Budokon, thrill to his matches against such legends as Kurt Angle and Brock
Lesnar, his reign as the youngest New Japan Pro-Wrestling Heavyweight Champion, and his
success as a mixed martial artist. -- VIZ Media
Groundbreaking and timely, Race in Cyberspace brings to light the important yet vastly
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overlooked intersection of race and cyberspace.
The magnum opus by Japanese literary sensation Fuminori Nakamura, Cult X is a story that
dives into the psychology of fringe religion, obsession, and social disaffection. When Toru
Narazaki’s girlfriend, Ryoko Tachibana, disappears, he tries to track her down, despite the
warnings of the private detective he’s hired to find her. Ryoko’s past is shrouded in mystery,
but the one concrete clue to her whereabouts is a previous address in the heart of Tokyo. She
lived in a compound with a group that seems to be a cult led by a charismatic guru with a
revisionist Buddhist scheme of life, death, and society. Narazaki plunges into the secretive
world of the cult, ready to expose himself to any of the guru’s brainwashing tactics if it means
he can learn the truth about Ryoko. But the cult isn’t what he expected, and he has no idea of
the bubbling violence he is stepping into. Inspired by the 1995 sarin gas terrorist attack on the
Tokyo subway, Cult X is an exploration of what draws individuals into extremism. It is a tour de
force that captures the connections between astrophysics, neuroscience, and religion; an
invective against predatory corporate consumerism and exploitative geopolitics; and a love
story about compassion in the face of nihilism.
Best-selling mangaka Hikaru Nakamura (Saint Young Men) makes her English language debut
with this surreal comedy starring a 620-year-old water sprite, a man with a star for a head, a
nun, and a samurai who runs a barber shop under Tokyo's Arakawa Bridge. Part 2 contains
volumes 3 and 4 of the Japanese edition. Rec, insulted by the insinuation that he has nothing
to contribute to the community under the bridge, decides to start a school. Rec’s secretaries
from his company in the outside world investigate his current situation, reports of which are
sent back to his father, who then targets the river bank for redevelopment, threatening the
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idyllic lifestyle of the river bank denizens...
When Gekko’s pet lizard is turned into a monster, he must spring into action to save the city in
this Level 1 Ready-to-Read based on PJ Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney
Junior! Romeo has turned Gekko’s pet lizard, Lionel, into a huge monster! Lionel starts to
destroy everything in his path, and it’s up to the PJ Masks to save the city. Go into the night to
save the day and turn Lionel into a little lizard again! PJ Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment
One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014
Hiroshima is the story of six people--a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician, a Methodist
minister, a young surgeon, and a German Catholic priest--who lived through the greatest single
manmade disaster in history. In vivid and indelible prose, Pulitzer Prize-winner John Hersey
traces the stories of these half-dozen individuals from 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when
Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city, through the hours
and days that followed. Almost four decades after the original publication of this celebrated
book, Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of the people whose stories he had told, and
his account of what he discovered is now the eloquent and moving final chapter of Hiroshima.
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